September 1, 2013 through August 31, 2014

1. Describe your overall goals and approach to address identified community issues, needs, and interests through your station’s vital local services, such as multiplatform long and short-form content, digital and in-person engagement, education services, community information, partnership support, and other activities, and audiences you reached or new audiences you engaged.

Diversity continues to be a core part of KUT News’ role in our community. In this reporting period, KUT News has engaged in community events, featured series on underreported communities in our listening area, added programming with diverse voices as well as other activities.

Programmatically, KUT expanded its service in January 2013 to broadcasting news and information programs 24 hours per day. We also launched a music service, KUTX 98.9 that is devoted to the Austin music experience and is described below. KUT introduced new national programs that focus on increasing the diversity of voices and perspectives.

We have continued our commitment to national shows that specifically address diversity. Although saddened by the demise of Tell Me More, KUT has continued to air The Tavis Smiley Show which looks at issues that impact the African-American and other minority communities in the United States and beyond. In late 2014 we added a repeat airing of the program on Tuesday evenings. We continue to be strong supporters of Latino USA. Launched in 1993 at KUT, it is the radio journal of news and culture and is the only national English-language radio program produced from a Latino perspective. For almost 18 years LUSA was produced with the idea that KUT would provide diverse audiences with multiple perspectives on issues affecting Latinos while fostering cross-cultural understanding. Midway through fiscal year 2010 KUT turned over full-time production of the show to the program’s host Maria Hinojosa and her production company Futuro Media. KUT continues to work with the program and their producers, Futuro Media, whenever they need production assistance here in Austin and KUT continues to air the program in a prime Sunday early evening timeslot. The show is aired in its full one-hour format. We also to continue to air In Black
America. For more than 40 years now KUT has produced In Black America—IBA. IBA, hosted by John L. Hanson Jr., is a weekly half-hour program that examines thought-provoking stories about the African-American experience in the United States. Distributed nationally by CD the production of IBA is supported with CPB CSG funds. The program is heard on more than 20 stations nationwide including on two stations here in Austin and available as a podcast through KUT.org. Last year the show was moved to a better timeslot on Tuesday evenings and is regularly featured on our website. In addition, the host of the program John L. Hanson Jr., hosts a four hour Friday afternoon funk and soul music program on all-music KUTX that plays music not heard elsewhere in Austin, except on KAZI the African-American station, but features African-American centric community announcements and engagement. It has become a key part of how KUTX brings The Austin Music Experience to audiences.

KUT News regularly reports on issues of importance to minorities and other diverse communities in Austin. Our education reporting focused on issues of importance to the growing non-English speaking population in Austin – issues ranging from school performance and testing to increased fiscal requirements causing budget ramifications as well as overcrowding, Board representation and the implications of the city’s changing demographics. KUT has also reported deeply on Austin efforts to successfully launch geographic representation on the City Council and the issues for deeper minority engagement regarding our city’s challenges and opportunities. We produced a series of in-district city council candidate forums in partnership with other media organizations, including Univision 62, a Spanish-language broadcast TV outlet in Austin. Our series reached into all parts of the community, including traditionally-underserved areas that have lacked direct engagement from media and government alike. We attracted more than 1,000 participants in our forum series, with strong showings in minority communities, thanks in part to our collaboration with non-English media and direct engagement with community leaders.

Online, KUT News has continued to utilize a variety of platforms to engage with diverse communities. In addition to our news blog, we utilize Twitter and Facebook to initiate conversations. KUT continues to partner with the online Texas Tribune to expand our coverage of public policy and government issues from the Texas Legislative session that affect all Texans. We’ve also launched and deepened a partnership with an online city hall reporting non-profit called the Austin Monitor to expand our offering of city government coverage, which touches every neighborhood in Austin, often more directly than any other aspect of government.

KUT will provide significant coverage of the Texas State Legislature’s 84th session, which begins in January 2015. Reports on health care with the implementation of the Affordable Healthcare Act, abortion legislation and its
impact on women in primarily minority areas of the state, education, immigration and other topics will be closely followed. KUT is continuing a program segment with a specific focus on the Legislature called “Agenda Texas.” This four minute weekly segment during the session allows KUT to highlight many state issues that have a significant local impact on the whole community and to break down the intricacies of how state government functions.

In 2014, KUT concluded a year-long series of reports on the Dove Springs neighborhood, a predominately minority area of Austin with a large immigrant population whose voice is underrepresented. The focus was to look at this neighborhood from an economic, educational, infrastructure and social services lens with the people of the community giving voice to these issues as well as other stakeholders. Our reports started a dialogue about how our community will move forward in the years ahead. The series started in August 2013 and concluded in May 2014 with a 30-minute documentary special that aired in primetime on KUT and was accompanied by a multimedia website.

KUT is also beginning the plans to present a weekday, one-hour program that will talk about the issues that affect the citizens of the area, which will include the inclusion of those diverse voices of the communities that are underserved. Launch is expected in June 2014.

“Views and Brews: Conversations at the Cactus Cafe” has continued to be a growing part of community outreach. The Cactus Cafe is a space where we invite the community in to explore and learn about a wide range of subjects and ideas. In the 2014 series we examined the history of Klezmer, took a close look at issues of race during WWI, we examined Texas politics and its impact on race and diversity in the state, along with cultural topics through the lens of Jazz, Native American Music, Pop Culture, and more. Whether our guest is a Nobel laureate or a local author the goal with Views and Brews is to engage with the community to share thoughts, inspire new perspectives, and develop compelling multimedia content all while involving Austin in the discussion. Not only has this live discussion program thrived as a live event, we launched a regular podcast and select programs are heard on KUT as well as offered to the public radio system through PRX.

KUT continues to produce the weekly program segment, “Two Guys On Your Head.” Hosted by Professors Art Markman and Robert Duke of UT Austin, this weekly segment explores how the human mind deals with issues like the adolescence, stress, music and emotions along with other areas of human behavior and thinking. This program speaks to all communities as the issues are not limited to one grouping of people, but the entire population. This popular program aired its first hour-long special this year and became our most popular podcast. We also did two live shows with the “Two Guys”.
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All music KUTX continues to explore a variety of musical genres with specialty programming in the genres of Funk/Soul, Native American, Latin, and World Music.

2. Describe key initiatives and the variety of partners with whom you collaborated, including other public media outlets, community nonprofits, government agencies, educational institutions, the business community, teachers and parents, etc. This will illustrate the many ways you’re connected across the community and engaged with other important organizations in the area.

Our ongoing partnership with I Live Here I Give Here in Austin continues to extend the reach of Get Involved. During the first week of every month KUT and KUTX profile a local nonprofit organization that relies on volunteers to help accomplish their mission. KUT (and now KUTX) has been doing this for over 9 years now and in that time has profiled more than 115 local non-profit volunteer-powered organizations. The two minute audio profile becomes the primary on-air feature during the week and listeners are directed to the Get Involved section of our website at http://kut.org/getinvolved. With close to 60 airings of the feature over the course of the week, we are able to expose these often underfunded non-profits to close to 300,000 weekly listeners on our two stations. We also have added a video component to this effort to better showcase these non-profits that are powered by local volunteers. Listeners are able to visit the Get Involved section of our website to find information about all profiled organizations; while nonprofit organizations are encouraged to send in their volunteer needs and program information to KUT and KUTX for inclusion in our public service announcements. In fiscal 2014 profiled organizations included: Capital Area Food Bank, Hand to Hold, Prevent Child Abuse Texas, Nobility Project, American Heart Association Texas, Manos de Cristo, Foundation for the Homeless and more. KUT partners with I Live Here I Give Here Austin in our Get Involved efforts. KUT also partnered with I Live Here I Give Here to get the word out for a one day online fundraiser, Amplify Austin, which ended up benefitting hundreds of non-profits in the area. This activity raised more than $6 million for these non-profits. We will continue to participate in this activity in the coming year.

KUT continued our ongoing Sonic ID project where hundreds of diverse and ordinary people tell the stories that chronicle everyday life in Central Texas. There are nearly 1,000 of the short audio vignettes that the Austin American Statesman called “...one of the largest oral history projects in Central Texas.” These short stories spotlight what makes our community special while giving voice to what it means to live in Austin and Central Texas. These spots air daily throughout the schedule on KUT.
Our annual Holiday Sing-Along at the State Capitol grounds attracted close to 10,000 people again this year and helped raise awareness, money and foodstuffs for the Capitol Area Food Bank.

KUT’s partnership with KUHF, Houston on the StateImpact project continued to look at the energy and environment and its impact on the state and wrapped up in 2014. Our mission was to engage communities so they could better understand how government policy affected them. This included continuing coverage on drought and water issues in areas of the state that are comprised of predominantly Hispanic majority communities. Another area that received more focus was the rise of hydraulic fracturing or “fracking” in the fossil fuel energy community and its impact on the economy through jobs and growth and environmentally with the rise of seismic events in areas where “fracking” has taken place. KUT will continue to look at these issues even as StateImpact has wound down. Through Facebook, Twitter and the blog Stateimpacttexas.org, our team engaged audiences and created community so diverse it included industry leaders, environmentalists, politicians, landowners and activists. KUT created conversation around the topic in a way that fundamentally transformed our approach to how we approach the idea of meeting our mission overall.

KUT and the Austin American Statesman continued its partnership with weekly broadcasts of “Politifact” which analyzes the accuracy of statements made by elected officials on the local, state and national stage. This program will continue into 2015 as the focus turns to the election of state and local officials. We are also forming a reporting partnership on health and the many ways federal, state and local legislation impacts the health options for minority communities.

KUTX has continued to work on making the Austin Music Map a regular part of our service to the community. Funded in part by CPB through the Localore project with AIR, the AMM is an evolving portrait of the city’s music scene, produced in collaboration with the community. We continue to create multi-platform stories, which are broadcast on-air, as well as appearing online. Our interactive website features stories produced at KUTX with images, sounds, and video contributed by citizens. The unique design of the site allows all of this material to be tagged, sorted, and navigated in a variety of ways. The goal is to create an ever-growing audiovisual jukebox that allows users to “Play the City.” We’re open to telling stories about Austin’s most iconic venues of course but are really interested in documenting informal, underground and DIY spaces where music happens at a more grassroots level. We’re especially excited to engage with diverse musical communities that KUT/X hasn’t interacted with much in the past. The mission of the Austin Music Map is to document the city’s vibrant musical heritage, to use storytelling as a way to expand the reach of the station into communities we haven’t reached in the past, and to create a growing and vital website that serves as both a story
repository and the portal to a deep archive of community-sourced materials. Our work on the AMM led us to putting together a one day music festival called Map Jam. 2014 was year two of this event. The festival was a moving festival that visited over the course of the day 5 venues on the east side of Austin. It was an overwhelming artistic and community success that has led to Map Jam III which happens February 21st, 2015. Once again we will be reaching out to a more diverse group of artists and community members than KUT was able to reach in the past.

3. **What impact did your key initiatives and partnerships have in your community?** Describe any known measurable impact, such as increased awareness, learning or understanding about particular issues. Describe indicators of success, such as connecting people to needed resources or strengthening conversational ties across diverse neighborhoods. Did a partner see an increase in requests for related resources? Please include direct feedback from a partner(s) or from a person(s) served.

Although we have no specific analytics with respect to the outcomes of these projects, KUT has heard from our partner organizations that our participation in promoting and reporting on these topics did have a positive impact in the number of people that attended the events that were organized. According to the Executive Director of I Live Here I Give Here, Tom Spencer, organizations continue literally lining up to be part of our Get Involved series because of the past success stories organizations we’ve featured have shared with others in that community. We also hear anecdotal evidence from members of the community and officials that our reports with our partners have been heard and are part of the discussion in the halls of government and community organizations and have been recognized by several local blogs and the Austin Chronicle for our efforts in these areas. The Austin Chronicle named KUT and KUTX the stations of the year in Austin for the role they both play in making Austin the greatest city in America. Our online presence surrounding these types of project has been responsible for an increase in overall traffic for KUT’s website and we have shared all of our work with our partners so they can take advantage of the online content we’ve produced. We will continue to work on ways to more accurately reflect impact and to increase measurement abilities to provide funders and partners with more detailed analytics. The KUTX website regularly showcases local musicians and brings the spotlight on to a diverse range of musical genres that are part of the music soundtrack of our city.

4. **Please describe any efforts (e.g. programming, production, engagement activities) you have made to investigate and/or meet the needs of minority and other diverse audiences (including, but not limited to, new immigrants, people for whom English is a second language and illiterate adults) during Fiscal Year 2014, and any plans you have made to meet the needs of these audiences during Fiscal Year 2015.** If you regularly broadcast in a language other than English, please note the language broadcast.
Much of this is answered above in the first section of question six but to reiterate KUT News has focused a great deal of effort on the issues of the diverse and underserved communities throughout this year. As the number of people who move to the Austin area increase from other parts of the country and around the world, KUT continues to look for ways to communicate with those communities where English is not the primary language. We have and continue to present news stories and features about the issues for minority and diverse audiences and look for partnerships that align with our goals to better serve those communities. Austin is changing demographically very rapidly and we are keenly aware of the growing Hispanic presence in Central Texas and will continue to work to better serve their needs. Thanks to recent hires in the newsroom KUT has truly become a bi-lingual newsroom which has given us access to a range of stories we could not really get to before. Our series on Dove Springs and the new City Council alignment are both targeted directly at issues that affect these communities and we will continue to work in these areas.

All music KUTX will continue to explore a variety of musical genres with specialty programming such as Funk/Soul, Native American, Latin, and World Music. Over the last year we have expanded our partnership with NPR Music to include more local presence on our HD3 signal that broadcasts an Alternative Latino music format 24 hours a day. Our Alt Latino programming on KUT3 is presented in a mix of English and Spanish and we are continuing to expand our efforts there as another way KUT and KUTX can reach new and diverse audiences in our community. This is the kind of programming that cannot sustain itself with underwriting, that the CPB grant enables us to engage in.

5. Please assess the impact that your CPB funding had on your ability to serve your community. What were you able to do with your grant that you wouldn't be able to do if you didn't receive it?

CPB support continues to be an important source of funds that enables us to fulfill our programming mission. With this money we were able to purchase national programs from distributors presenting diverse viewpoints of issues like The Tavis Smiley Show, Latino USA and others. Part of the money was devoted to expanding our coverage of changes to Austin’s government, which has created geographic city council districts for the first time. We will be able to cover the ongoing implementation of the change and how it affects diverse and currently underserved segments of our population. It gave us the ability to spend a year in the Dove Springs area of Austin, to report on the success and challenges in that part of our city that has been so under-reported on. That coverage continues thanks to the generosity of CPB and we will continue to tell stories that matter in the “new” Austin. KUT has been able to continue its efforts to deliver news digitally to audiences who might
otherwise not be engaged in the issues of our community thanks in part to CPB funding and we will continue working to expand our presence on that platform. KUTX will continue to work on and improve its commitment to the Austin Music Experience with thanks to CPB funding. We are committed to expanding our current website to feature and even more diverse group of local musicians and the vibrant community we live in with the world. And as mentioned above we continue to expand our Spanish language programming on KUT HD3 and on KUTX with our Alt Latino format. These efforts are possible, in part, because of the funding provided by the CPB. As has been the case for many years, without CPB funding KUT and KUTX would be faced with some really difficult decisions about which of projects we could and could not continue.